
VINCENNES [L-H] - 25 August 
Race 1 - SULKY 4 ANS QUALIF 6 - PX G. LE GONIDEC -  2700m WALK-UP RST Harness. Purse EUR 
€100,000. 

1. HARMONY LOVE - Up in class after a fourth beaten 5.25L at Cabourg. Needs more at this level.  

2. HOPENESS - Third beaten 2.25L at Enghien in a class B. The winner has won again but she may need 

more.  

3. HATHA JOSSELYN - Third beaten 2.5L at Meslay-du-Maine in a class B. Can make the pace.  

4. HARINA DREAM - Beaten a distance a Cabourg in a lower class. This looks tough.  

5. HOULE DE RIVIERE - Won by 0.75L at Enghien in a class C in July. Going well and interesting upped in 

grade.  

6. HATIKA BOURBON - Was in the frame to place when breaking with 150m to go at Enghien. Up in class 

but claims.  

7. HIRONDELLE DU RIB - Won the G1 Prix President Republique two starts back in the saddle. Disappointed 

in the Enghien G3 Prix De Geneve driven since but clearly has ability.  

8. HYTTE DU TERROIR - DQ behind Hirondelle du Rib in the G1 Prix President Republique here. Placed at 

G2 level but all her form is in the saddle.  

9. HAVANAISE - Seventh beaten 8.25L at Meslay-du-Maine in a class B. Has found the frame in G2 driven 

races in the past. 

10. HANNA DES MOLLES - Sixth beaten 5.25L in the G3 Prix de Milan at Enghien. Consistent and can go 

well.  

11. HIRONDELLE SIBEY - Fifth after a spell beaten 4L in the G3 Prix de Geneve at Enghien. G2 Prix P. 

Leguerney winner the time before here.  

Summary: HIRONDELLE SIBEY (11) won the G2 Prix P. Leguerney in May at this course by a neck. Had a 
short break and returned with a 4L fifth at Enghien. Top claims. HANNA DES MOLLES (10) finished sixth 
beaten 5.25L at Enghien in the G3 Prix de Milan. Has been placed at this level in the past. HIRONDELLE DU 
RIB (7) was the G1 Prix President Republique winner in the saddle two starts back but struggled in a driven 
race since with all shoes on. Plated at the front now. Can improve. HAVANAISE (9) is barefoot for the first 
time and was only beaten 5L in the G3 Prix Le Parisien - Prix Raymond Fouard two outings back. HOULE DE 
RIVIERE (5) is an interesting runner. 

Selections 

HIRONDELLE SIBEY (11) - HANNA DES MOLLES (10) - HIRONDELLE DU RIB (7) - HAVANAISE (9) - 
HOULE DE RIVIERE (5)  



Race 2 - SULKY 4 ANS QUALIF 5 - PRIX J. THIBAULT -  2700m WALK-UP RST Harness. Purse EUR 
€100,000. 

1. HASTRONAUTE - DQ in the G3 Prix de Geneve at Enghien two weeks ago. Was runner-up the time before 

at a lower level.  

2. HEDE DARLING - Won a class B on grass at Craon four days ago. Won the G3 Prix Caecillia four starts 

back.  

3. HATCHET MAN - Third beaten 2.25L at Enghien in the G3 Prix de Geneve two weeks ago. More than 

capable and will be hard to pass.  

4. HUSSARD DU LANDRET - Beaten by a number of these in the G3 Prix de Milan. First time barefoot and 

could improve significantly. 

5. HOKKAIDO JIEL - Fourth beaten 2.5L at Meslay-du-Maine in a class B. Placed in the G3 Prix Le Parisien 

- Prix Raymond Fouard the time before here. Place claims. 

6. HELGAFELL - Second beaten 3.5L by Hooker Berry in the G3 Prix de Milan in July at Enghien. Can go 

well again.  

7. HOHNECK - Beat a number of these when winning the G3 Prix de Geneve by 0.5L at Enghien. Time before 

was behind Hooker Berry. Include. 

8. HOOKER BERRY - Looks the one to beat after winning the G3 Prix de Milan by 3.5L beating a number of 

these at Enghien. Top claims. 

Summary: HOOKER BERRY (8) is bidding for a hat-trick after winning the G3 Prix de Milan by 3.5L with a 
number of these behind him. Should be hard to beat. HOHNECK (7) won the G3 Prix de Geneve following a 
third in the G3 Prix de Milan behind Hooker Berry. HELGAFELL (6) finished second in the aforementioned G3 
Prix de Milan and should not be dismissed. HATCHET MAN (3) is a strong front runner and was third behind 
Hohneck in the G3 Prix de Geneve. Consider. 

Selections 

HOOKER BERRY (8) - HOHNECK (7) - HELGAFELL (6) - HATCHET MAN (3)  



Race 3 - PRIX DE NOAILLES -  2700m WALK-UP D201 Harness. Purse EUR €51,000. 

1. DROP DE COLLEVILLE - Third beaten 1.75L in a lower class at Mauquenchy. More needed.  

2. BAMBOU DE CALVI - Second beaten 0.75L at Les Sables-d'Olonne in a lower class. Not ruled out.  

3. ECLAIR GOLD - Fifth beaten 6.5L at Cagnes-sur-Mer in this class. Placed at this level the time before.  

4. ETOILE DU PERCHE - Second beaten 1.25L at Mauquechy in a lower grade. Going well and worth a try 

up in class.  

5. CAUCASIEN - Down the field on recent outings and hard to have.  

6. ESTEBAN JIEL - Ninth beaten 18L at Vire in this class. First passed the post the time before being DQ in 

this level. Can bounce back.  

7. EMILY DE MONTFORT - Fifth beaten 3.25L at Enhgien in a higher class with Emilano Zapata in second.  

8. EMILIANO ZAPATA - Runner-up beaten a neck in a higher class at Enghien. Struggled since with shoes 

on. Barefoot again and has a 66% strike rate. Top claims.  

9. CABALLO D'AURE - Fifth at Agon in a lower class eleven days ago. Not an obvious winner.  

10. CEKOI - Well beaten at Cabourg in this class nineteen days ago. Best watched.  

11. EXQUISA BELLA - Third five starts back but has shown nothing since.  

12. EMENCOURT BLEQUIN - Won by 0.75L at Vichy in this class two starts back. Struggled since but can 

refind form.  

Summary: EMILIANO ZAPATA (8) can bounce back from his latest effort with shoes on. Time before was 
second beaten a neck in a higher class at Enghien with EMILY DE MONTFORT (7) back in fifth. Both are 
expected to go well in a lower level. ESTEBAN JIEL (6) was first past the post in this company before a DQ. 
Struggled since but can bounce back. BAMBOU DE CALVI (2) was runner-up in a lower grade at Les Sables-
d'Olonne. Interesting up a level. ETOILE DU PERCHE (4) is another with claims. 

Selections 

EMILIANO ZAPATA (8) - EMILY DE MONTFORT (7) - ESTEBAN JIEL (6) - BAMBOU DE CALVI (2) - 
ETOILE DU PERCHE (4)  



Race 4 - PRIX DE BEAUNE -  2700m WALK-UP C325 E Harness. Purse EUR €60,000. 

1. HELENA DI QUATTRO - DQ in this level at Enghien. Has been consistent in this class previously.  

2. CONCERTO COINTERIE - Eighth beaten 3.25L at Cabourg in a lower class. More needed.  

3. ELECTRA DU VIVIER - Only beaten a neck at Enghien in a lower class. Interesting but needs to show 

more.  

4. EIRE D'HELIOS - Fourth beaten 5.25L at Saint Malo in the G3 Grand National du Trot. Interesting down in 

class.  

5. BELPHEGOR DU PAJ - Down the field on last three outings. Won four starts back in a lower level.  

6. ELISKA BERRY - DQd at Vichy in this class. Time before sixth beaten 4.25L at Chateaubriant. Place.  

7. CHARLY DE L'AUNAY - No form since winning in a lower class five starts back. Hard to have.  

8. COMTE DES TITHAIS - DQd at Vichy in this class but had gone well in higher class before this. Can bounce 

back.  

9. CLASS ACTION - Five straight DQs. Has form at higher levels but is difficult to trust.  

10. ECHO DE CHANLECY - Third beaten 3.25L at Vichy in this class. Went close the time before in a higher 

level. Interesting.  

11. EQUINOXE JIEL - Sixth beaten 8.25L in a higher class at Enghien. Interesting down a level.  

12. BE COOL D'EB - Midfield in a higher class and needs the drop to help.  

13. EMIR DE REBOMARD - DQd after a eleven month break. Shoes still on. Passed over.  

14. BLACK JACK LA NUIT - Fifth beaten 12L in the G2 Prix de Londres. Taking a big class drop here. Runs 

barefoot. 

Summary: EIRE D'HELIOS (4) finished fourth beaten 5.25L at Saint Malo in the G3 Grand National du Trot. 
Big claims down in class. BLACK JACK LA NUIT (14) won two starts back by 3.25L in this company. Went 
well in the G3 Prix de Londres since. Interesting back to a driven event. ECHO DE CHANLECY (10) placed 
third in this grade at Vichy beaten 3.25L. Cannot be ruled out. EQUINOXE JIEL (11) and ELISKA BERRY (6) 
are both worth consideration. 

Selections 

EIRE D'HELIOS (4) - BLACK JACK LA NUIT (14) - ECHO DE CHANLECY (10) - EQUINOXE JIEL (11) - 
ELISKA BERRY (6)  



Race 5 - PRIX DU PERIGORD -  2850m WALK-UP B165 RST E Harness. Purse EUR €50,000. 

1. GUERRIER ROYAL - Only modest efforts so far this campaign and happy to just watch here.  

2. ARMOUR AS - 3.25L third at Enghien last time. That was a good effort although more is required if he is to 

win here. Each way chance.  

3. GRANDE COPINE - Powered clear for impressive 5.25L victory here on final start last campaign. Been 

freshened but the one to beat if resuming in similar form to that.  

4. GUEVARA DU PONT - Placed on all three runs this campaign. Looks overdue a victory at present but 

overall winning record is very good. Should go close here. 

5. GILMOUR - Down the field on recent starts and has modest winning record overall. Best watched. 

6. ERIC THE EEL - Won here in this grade three starts ago but disappointing twice since. Needs to re-find 

form.  

7. GOOD FRIDAY - DQ the last twice but in better form before that and a potential threat to bounce back. 

8. FARAH DES CAUX - 2.75L fourth at Enghien last time was a fair effort. This is a better race but not entirely 

ruled out.  

9. GALLA DE MANCHE - Won five starts ago and run with credit all subsequent starts. Each way claims 

running bare-foot here.  

10. INSPECTOR BROS - Game 0.5L winner at Cabourg on reappearance. This is a better race but should 

only improve and is easy to fancy.  

11. GAMAY DE L'ITON - Won here three starts ago but disappointing in two subsequent runs. Goes well for 

this driver and hard to rule out as may bounce back now.  

Summary: GRANDE COPINE (3) was an impressive winner at this venue on final start last campaign. 
Resumes in suitable race after two month mini-break and expected to prove hard to beat on return. GUEVARA 
DU PONT (4) has placed on all three outings this campaign and looks overdue a victory. Can improve further 
and is worth holding safe. INSPECTOR BROS (10) gamely held rivals for 0.5L win at Cabourg. Upped in grade 
but is a progressive type that is easy to fancy. GALLA DE MANCHE (9) is a consistent mare and holds each 
way claims. 

Selections 

GRANDE COPINE (3) - GUEVARA DU PONT (4) - INSPECTOR BROS (10) - GALLA DE MANCHE (9)  



Race 6 - PRIX D'AURILLAC -  2850m WALK-UP C61 Harness. Purse EUR €38,000. 

1. HUNADORA - Won six starts ago and has finished second on three subsequent runs. Threat to all in current 

form. 

2. HERA DE BANVILLE - Modest form so far this campaign and needs to progress.  

3. HOUMANA - Ended last campaign with 2.75L victory at Caen. Interesting if resuming in similar form but 

has needed first start back in the past. 

4. HISTOIRE PIERJI - 3.75L fourth at Cabourg latest. Each way claims following that.  

5. HARMONIE MERITE - DQ last time and needs to bounce back sharply if she is to factor.  

6. HEDENE BESP - Game 1.25L winner at Enghien was best run for some time. Confidence will be high in 

bid to go back to back. 

7. HIGH ENERGY - Won twice and placed twice in last four starts. Thriving at present and unfortunate that 

record isn’t even better having been beaten just a nose last time out. Big chance here.  

8. HARASSANTE - Game 0.5L winner at Enghien. That was a big step forward on other two runs this 

campaign and interesting if able to improve again. 

9. HISTOIRE MODERNE - Game 0.5L winner for this driver at Saint Malo last time. Can build upon that and 

is easy to fancy once more. 

Summary: HIGH ENERGY (7) has won twice and placed twice in last four starts. Thriving at present and 
could be hard to beat. HARASSANTE (8) took a big step forward when winning at Enghien. Can improve 
further and is very easy to fancy. HISTOIRE MODERNE (9) justified market support when successful at Saint 
Malo. Can do better again so keep safe. HEDENE BESP (6) returned to form when winning at Enghien. In a 
better level but still a genuine threat to all. 

Selections 

HIGH ENERGY (7) - HARASSANTE (8) - HISTOIRE MODERNE (9) - HEDENE BESP (6)  



Race 7 - PRIX DE SEGRE -  2100m MOBILE D40 Harness. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. HEUREUX DE FLEUR - DQ last time can be excused having been running consistently well before that. 

String of five consecutive placed finishes previously that and has each way claims here now. 

2. HELIO DE FROMENTEL - Won four starts ago and placed next time but two runs since have been 

disappointing. Needs to bounce back to form. 

3. HELIOS DES CHAMPS - No better than mid-field recently.  

4. HONEY MONEY - Ran creditably on both starts this campaign and now third up should be primed to strike. 

Each way player.  

5. HIRO DE FAVEROL - Latest win came just four starts ago and is generally a consistent type. Each way 

claims.  

6. HOLLYWOOD ACE - Talented and consistent gelding. Won twice and placed twice in last four starts. 

Expect another bold showing. 

7. HAUTBRION COLMI - 3L third at Enghien last time reads well. Can improve further and does have good 

record for this driver. Shortlist.  

8. HIMOKO DU GOUTIER - Out of form and easily opposed.  

9. HORSY ROYAL - Won three starts back and run creditably since. Each way player. 

10. HANAMOUR DE CHOUTE - 0.5L winner at Enghien last time. Upped in grade but no surprise were he to 

go back to back.  

11. HELIOS DU CONROY - Secured back to back victories earlier in the campaign and then a close second 

last time. Expect another big run.  

12. HORTINO - Finished second on last two starts and looks overdue a victory. Progressive gelding that is 

easy to fancy.  

13. HENZO DE MOUTIERS - 1.75L third at Saint-Jean-De-Monts last time. Needs to improve upon that form 

to factor. 

14. HONEY KING - Impressive 5.75L winner at Chateaubriant when last seen. This is a lot better race but 

certainly deserves try at this level following that. 

Summary: HOLLYWOOD ACE (6) has won twice and placed twice in last four starts. Thriving at present and 
looks the one to beat. HELIOS DU CONROY (11) has found success twice and placed in last four attempts. 
Big chance. HORTINO (12) won five runs ago and has made the frame the last twice. Easy to fancy in current 
form. HONEY MONEY (4) shaped well on recent efforts. Can be primed third-up and each way backers are 
advised to look closely. HONEY KING (14) was an impressive wide margin winner. Jumps in grade but still a 
potential threat to all. 

Selections 

HOLLYWOOD ACE (6) - HELIOS DU CONROY (11) - HORTINO (12) - HONEY MONEY (4) - HONEY 
KING (14)  



Race 8 - PRIX DE CHATEAUMEILLANT -  2200m WALK-UP C30 Monte. Purse EUR €38,000. 

1. IVRE DE JOIE - DQ on last two starts. Close second at Caen three runs ago however and would have a 

chance on that performance.  

2. INDIAN MYSTIC - Game 2.25L winner at Pornichet two weeks ago. Jumps in grade but progressive sort 

that can go well. 

3. IDAHO A LA BRUYERE - Powered away for 3.25L victory at Enghien 24 days ago. That was a career best 

and deserves try in better race here. 

4. INES PRIMO - Has finished mid-field on all three runs this campaign. Needs more if she is to trouble the 

judge here. 

5. ISIS WILD - String of modest efforts and would have to improve sharply to factor.  

6. ISABELLA DU PARC - 0.5L second at Les Sables d’Olonne was a good run but disappointed again since. 

Is inconsistent but has the ability to factor at best in this field. 

7. IVORY PERRINE - Was DQ on reappearance but is better than that. Place chance if finding the finish here.  

8. IMPACT BLACK - Won grade C race six starts ago but not at same level since. Has the ability to factor but 

hard to trust at present. 

9. ISIS LUCERNAISE - String of modest efforts and happy to just watch here. 

Summary: INDIAN MYSTIC (2) secured an overdue victory when 2.25L winner at Pornichet. The one to beat 
if replicating. IDAHO A LA BRUYERE (3) impressed when going clear at Enghien. Big chance of going back 
to back. ISABELLA DU PARC (6) rates well on the form of a close second two starts ago. Winning claims on 
that form. IVRE DE JOIE (1) can be excused DQs the last twice. Threat to all if able to find the finish. 

Selections 

INDIAN MYSTIC (2) - IDAHO A LA BRUYERE (3) - ISABELLA DU PARC (6) - IVRE DE JOIE (1)  



 

 

LES SABLES-D'OLONNE [L-H] - 25 August 
Race 1 - PRIX UNE DE MAI -  2775m WALK-UP E9 Harness. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. ICAM - Fair driven form in easier company since resuming. Placing at best. 

2. INSTINCT DE CLERCE - Consistent driven form in easier company prior to a DQ. Among the place chances 

if completing. 

3. IVENTUS DE GUEZ - Failed to complete in previous three driven starts including twice at this level. 

Something to prove but in safe hands. 

4. ISEBERT DES ULMES - Two placings from seven outings with a solid second in easier company on 

penultimate run.  

5. IXTREM D'OURVILLE - Consistent without winning in his short driven career. Not ruled out for a frame 

visit. 

6. IDAO CASH - Improved runner up in grass walk up seventeen days ago. Could show up. 

7. ILLICO PRIOR - Steadily progressing after two consecutive walk up placings. Consider. 

8. IBLIS GEMA - Placed in all three grass walk ups to date. Contender if adapting to this surface. 

9. ICARE DU LOISIR - Failed to complete in a course autostart sixteen days ago. Dangerous to rule out if 

able to finish. 

10. IDEAL BOY - Good 1.25L second on first outing on this surface at Laval. Key player. 

11. IMAKO VERDERIE - Mixed driven form thus far. Step forward required after a Cabourg eighth at this level. 

Summary: IDEAL BOY (10) delivered a fine 1.25L runner-up at Laval. Expected to be one of the leading 
hopes in a winnable driven event. IBLIS GEMA (8) has finished in the frame on all three grass walk up runs. 
One to note if adapting to this new track. ILLICO PRIOR (7) has been steadily improving. Consider for a place. 
IDAO CASH (6) improved into second in a grass event. Not to be underestimated with the same run. 

Selections 

IDEAL BOY (10) - IBLIS GEMA (8) - ILLICO PRIOR (7) - IDAO CASH (6)  



Race 2 - PRIX JAMIN -  2775m WALK-UP D230 HCP Monte. Purse EUR €31,000. 

1. FLORETTE DE BLARY - Failed to complete in two of four mounted starts since resuming. Others more 

reliable. 

2. FORTUNO DE VIETTE - Refused to race at Mauquenchy but was a good winner in a easier course mounted 

race previously. Consider. 

3. FANSONNETTE DALBER - Solid mounted performer who finished fourth in an easier contest at Cabourg 

two back. Of note without shoes. 

4. FALAISIEN DU RIB - Impressive start to mounted racing with four wins from six starts including at this 

level. Top claims. 

5. ELFE GEDE - Failed to complete in previous pair of mounted runs. Others preferred. 

6. DU SCION - Arrives in scintillating mounted form after a huge-margin victory on grass. Major chance with 

an excellent record barefoot.  

7. FIASCHETTO - Improved 5.25L success in an easier course mounted affair 20 days ago. Definite chance 

without shoes. 

8. FASTER SYGA - Reached the frame at this level two starts ago. Another key player for notable connections. 

Summary: FALAISIEN DU RIB (4) has made an impressive start to mounted racing with four victories form 
six attempts including in this grade. Leading hope to go in again. DU SCION (6) rates highly after destroying 
his rivals in a mounted event on grass. Genuine chance with further progress within reach. FIASCHETTO (7) 
is one to consider without shoes after winning in easier company. Could take this rise in class in his stride. 
FASTER SYGA (8) may reach the placings for a notable trainer. 

Selections 

FALAISIEN DU RIB (4) - DU SCION (6) - FIASCHETTO (7) - FASTER SYGA (8)  



Race 3 - PRIX FORTUNATO II -  2775m WALK-UP F135 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €24,000. 

1. ELVIS MADJI - Improved winner over course and distance in this class 25 days ago. Key player. 

2. EMMA D'AMOUR - Held seventh at this level here sixteen days ago. Among the place chances if returning 

to previous driven form. 

3. FULL CASH DE PADD - Completed a double in stronger walk up company twelve days ago. Top chance 

for a trainer and driver with a strong record. 

4. CHICO CELINA - 4.25L fourth in this company here two starts ago. More needed given modest overall form 

at this trip. 

5. DUMPING DU PARC - Held eighth reappearing in a better grass walk up. Inconsistent but place appeal on 

best form. 

6. CRACK ATOUT - Improved 0.25L runner up in this company at Chatelaillon earlier this month. Respected 

but inconsistent. 

7. FAUVE DES YOLAIS - Secured a double in tougher company earlier in the campaign. Winning chance 

eased in grade with a good record without rear shoes. 

8. FEELING BOY - Below bar effort when short odds at this level last month. Contender if able to recapture 

earlier form in stronger company. 

9. FOUGUE DU DOLLAR - Held seventh in this shoeing combination at Enghien 21 days ago. Not ruled out 

on earlier placed form at this track. 

10. FUYARD DE BALLON - 1.75L success at this level three starts ago. In the mix if replicating with three 

wins from five starts without shoes. 

Summary: FULL CASH DE PADD (3) attempts to complete a walk up hat-trick after a pair of victories in 
stronger company. The one to beat for a trainer and driver with a strong record. ELVIS MADJI (1) holds a key 
chance if able to replicate an improved course and distance win. FAUVE DES YOLAIS (7) is another to 
consider eased in class with a top record without rear shoes. In the mix. FUYARD DE BALLON (10) cannot 
be ignored with a record of three wins from five starts barefoot. Include. 

Selections 

FULL CASH DE PADD (3) - ELVIS MADJI (1) - FAUVE DES YOLAIS (7) - FUYARD DE BALLON (10)  



Race 4 - PRIX JEAN GABIN -  2775m WALK-UP C410 HCP E Harness. Purse EUR €36,000. 

1. BAVARIO DE BEYLEV - Won two of previous four driven starts in easier company. More needed at this 

level. 

2. EPONA DU PASSAGE - No threat in a pair of easier driven starts including a DQ at Graignes. Prefer to 

watch. 

3. DREAM TO GIS - Not progressing this term but has the chance to improve over a preferred trip. Place 

angle. 

4. CAMBO MAJYC - Unplaced in all seven driven outings. Opposed. 

5. DIADEME BLUE - 11L sixth in a better course autostart a fortnight ago. Overall profile suggests the drop 

in class isn't guaranteed to help. 

6. CANULAR - Has multiple driven placings at this standard but returns after a lengthy absence.  

7. DREAMER BOY - Arrives in excellent form after winning at this level then placing in a higher grade. Top 

claims. 

8. CE RETOUR D'OSCAR - Worth ignoring a grass reappearance. May strip fitter and shoes are removed. 

Place chance. 

9. BARON DAIDOU - Secured a double in tougher company last term at Vincennes. Thereabouts. 

10. DJANGO DU BOCAGE - Held eighth at this level thirteen days ago. More needed. 

11. CARNAVAL DU VIVIER - Completed a double in this grade at Enghien earlier this month. The one to beat 

with the same run for a notable trainer. 

Summary: CARNAVAL DU VIVIER (11) is chasing a hat-trick after a pair of Enghien walk up victories in this 
standard. The one to beat if replicating for a leading trainer. DREAMER BOY (7) looks capable of featuring 
after winning in the same grade two outings ago. Thereabouts. BARON DAIDOU (9) may have plenty of 
admirers having won back-to-back Vincennes driven events in better company last term. CE RETOUR 
D'OSCAR (8) could strip fitter second up and appeals for a place at attractive odds with shoes removed. 

Selections 

CARNAVAL DU VIVIER (11) - DREAMER BOY (7) - BARON DAIDOU (9) - CE RETOUR D'OSCAR (8)  



Race 5 - PRIX PATARA -  2650m MOBILE E55 Harness. Purse EUR €20,000. 

1. GAMELIA DU LUPIN - 0.75L winner of a country track class E walk up two weeks ago. Place claims with 

a good barefoot record. 

2. GALETTO BELLO - Good form last two runs including scoring by 2L at a country venue (walk up) 24 days 

ago. Unexposed in autostarts. 

3. GAUDEPSOU - Good 3.25L third at this course in a class F walk up a fortnight ago. In the mix without 

shoes. 

4. GALWAY DU VIVIER - 5.5L sixth of seven here in a class D autostart sixteen days back. May sneak into 

the frame down in grade racing barefoot. 

5. GRANDISSIMA BLUE - Fair 7.5L fourth at Enghien ten days ago in this grade. Could build on that effort. 

6. GLOBAL EMPIRE - Good 1.25L third at this track sixteen days ago. Down in level and makes appeal. 

7. GRANDE SOEUR - Faded late on when 12L fourth in a Cagnes-sur-Mer autostart in this grade a month 

ago. Consider running barefoot. 

8. GAINFUL DELO - 8.25L sixth at this venue a fortnight ago in walk up company. Needs to take a step 

forward. 

9. GIULIANO - DQ on last two outings in walk ups. Open to improvement second up this campiagn however. 

10. GUESS FOUTEAU - Good and consistent form this season culminating with a 2L victory at Le Mans 25 

days ago in a class F autostart. Leading contender. 

11. GAUCHO DE LA NOUE - 8.5L fourth at this venue a fortnight ago tackling a class F autostart. Open to 

progress. 

12. GUERSLING ORANGE - 10L fifth at a country venue a month ago in a class F grass walk up. Needs 

more. 

13. GERONIMO FUEGO - Fair 7L third here in a class F autostart two weeks back. Holds claims running 

barefoot. 

Summary: GLOBAL EMPIRE (6) produced a good 1.25L third at this track. Down in level and makes appeal. 
GAUDEPSOU (3) showed ability at this course when a solid 3.25L third in a class F walk up. In the mix without 
shoes. GERONIMO FUEGO (13) ran with credit here two weeks ago when a fair 7L third in a class F autostart. 
Holds claims running barefoot. GAMELIA DU LUPIN (1) was a 0.75L winner of a country track class E walk 
up. Place hope with a good barefoot record. 

Selections 

GLOBAL EMPIRE (6) - GAUDEPSOU (3) - GERONIMO FUEGO (13) - GAMELIA DU LUPIN (1)  



Race 6 - PRIX FLAMBEAU DES PINS -  2650m MOBILE E25 Harness. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. HARIBO DU CARNOIS - Below par 12th at a country track ten days back in walk up company. Unplaced 

in four mobile attempts. 

2. HOMMAGE DE LARRE - 8.25L ninth at Enghien last week in this autostart grade. Placed three runs back. 

Consider if at best. 

3. HORACE DU VIVIER - Fair 3.25L fourth at Mauquenchy a fortnight ago in a class E walk up. Needs to build 

on that effort. 

4. HELIOS DELTO - Bids for a hat-trick after two class F walk up victories at Nantes and Pornichet last month. 

Unexposed in autostarts. Claims. 

5. HAPPY TO LIVE - 17L sixth at Montier-en-Der seven weeks ago in a class E walk up. Needs improvement. 

6. HELIOT DE CAHOT - 11L fourth at a country venue seventeen days ago in a class F walk up. Consider 

racing barefoot. 

7. HUNGER GAMES - Good 4.25L second on season return 23 days ago at Mauquenchy in a class E walk 

up. The form has worked out well. Shortlisted. 

8. HIPPARIS - DQ at a country track two weeks back when tackling a class E walk up. Needs more. 

9. HE BILIBILI - Down the field second last at Vittel ten days ago on grass. Interesting if at best as won a Le 

Croise-Laroche autostart three runs back. 

10. HIEROCLES - Poor form in recent months tackling walk ups and others appeal more. 

11. HUNIQUE - Nose winner at this course in a class F autostart a fortnight ago. Leading contender. 

12. HIPPY DE LA COUDRE - Promising third at a country venue ten days ago in a class F walk up. Needs to 

take another step forward. 

13. HADRIK DES ULMES - 10L fourth at Dieppe tackling a class F grass walk up eighteen days ago. Having 

a first visit here. 

Summary: HUNIQUE (11) was a nose winner at this course in a class F autostart a fortnight ago. Leading 
contender. HUNGER GAMES (7) showed ability at Mauquenchy when 4.25L second on season return in a 
class E walk up. The form has worked out well. Shortlisted. HELIOS DELTO (4) bids for a hat-trick after two 
class F walk up victories at Nantes and Pornichet last month. Unexposed in autostarts. Holds claims. 
HOMMAGE DE LARRE (2) placed three runs back. Consider if at best. 

Selections 

HUNIQUE (11) - HUNGER GAMES (7) - HELIOS DELTO (4) - HOMMAGE DE LARRE (2)  



Race 7 - PRIX FAN IDOLE -  2650m MOBILE E25 Harness. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. HIGH MONEY D'AVRAN - 6.25L sixth in a Mauquenchy class E walk up two weeks back. Needs to be at 

best. 

2. HELSINKI - Found success by 0.25L here in a class F autostart sixteen days ago when on mobile debut. 

Shortlisted to follow up. 

3. HILDA DU THYRAL - 4L fourth in a Chateaubriant class E autostart two weeks ago. Consistent form this 

season. In the mix. 

4. HAZOE DES GLENAN - 13L fifth of eight at Cabourg in a class D mounted event five weeks ago. Interesting 

running barefoot. 

5. HAVANE JULRY - Good 2.5L second at Royan in a class E grass walk up last week. Unexposed in 

autostarts and open to progress. 

6. HOSTIA - Third of twelve at a country venue seventeen days ago. Consider. 

7. HALADY DES LOYAUX - DQ on last two outings both in autostarts including at this course. Others appeal 

more. 

8. HAHICHA GIRL - Good and consistent form this season including 0.75L second at Chateaubriant two 

weeks ago (autostart). Include. 

9. HELMA DU COURTILS - 8.5L fifth at this track last week in a class E autostart. May progress. 

10. HAKEA LOTOISE - 6.25L seventh at Enghien in a grade E autostart ten days ago. Having a first visit 

here. Consider. 

11. HAPPIE DE FAVEROL - Fair 14L fourth tackling a La Capelle grade E autostart 22 days back. Shoes are 

now back on. 

12. HERMINE DU FAN - 5.5L eighth at Cabourg in a class E autostart just over two weeks back. Needs to 

take a step forward. 

Summary: HELSINKI (2) found success by 0.25L here in a class F autostart when on mobile debut. Shortlisted 
to follow up. HILDA DU THYRAL (3) produced a 4L fourth in a Chateaubriant class E autostart. Consistent 
form this season. In the mix. HAVANE JULRY (5) ran well last week at Royan when 2.5L second in a class E 
grass walk up. Unexposed in autostarts and open to progress. HAHICHA GIRL (8) has been in good and 
consistent form this season including when 0.75L second at Chateaubriant. Include. 

Selections 

HELSINKI (2) - HILDA DU THYRAL (3) - HAVANE JULRY (5) - HAHICHA GIRL (8)  



Race 8 - PRIX CHRISTIAN ALLILAIRE -  2775m WALK-UP E9 Harness. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. ISIS DU LEARD - Placed in a country track walk up prior to a DQ last Saturday. Needs to be at best. 

2. INES TURGOT - Promising 10L third at a country venue two weeks ago in a class F walk up. Consider. 

3. INFANTE DU BUISSON - 1.75L winner here two runs back tackling a walk up before a DQ at a country 

track. Needs to be at best. 

4. ISA DU DON - Neck winner at Durtal before a below par tenth at a country track ten days ago. Lightly raced 

and open to progress. 

5. IGORINE - 13L fifth tackling a Chateaubriant class E walk up two weeks ago. May build on that effort. 

6. IRIS COURTOISE - Good second at a country venue prior to a Cagnes-sur-Mer mobile DQ three weeks 

ago. Could bounce back. 

7. IDEALE DES MOLLES - Scored by 1L at a country track in a grade F walk up ten days ago. Open to further 

improvement. 

8. ISIA PRIOR - Disappointing 12th of fifteen at Enghien last week in autostart company. Having a first attempt 

here. 

9. INES ORANGE - Fair 3.25L fifth at Pornichet in a grade E walk up 27 days ago. Holds claims. 

10. INARA DU VIVIER - Winner at Agon eleven days ago in a class F walk up. Up in grade but can be 

considered. 

11. ISIS DE CHANGE - Faded late on when 2.5L fourth at Le Mans in a class E walk up four weeks ago. Open 

to further improvement. 

Summary: INES ORANGE (9) produced a fair 3.25L fifth at Pornichet in a grade E walk up. Rates a serious 
player. INARA DU VIVIER (10) was a winner at Agon eleven days ago in a class F walk up. Up in level but 
can be considered. ISIS DE CHANGE (11) faded late on when 2.5L fourth at Le Mans in a class E walk up. 
Open to further improvement. Holds claims. IRIS COURTOISE (6) showed ability when runner up at a country 
venue prior to a Cagnes-sur-Mer mobile DQ. Could bounce back. 

Selections 

INES ORANGE (9) - INARA DU VIVIER (10) - ISIS DE CHANGE (11) - IRIS COURTOISE (6) 

 


